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J U D A I C A

Market Trade and Auction
Marketplace for the People of the Book

The Judaica trade has weathered the financial crisis. However, auction houses and the 
internet threaten established traders.

BY ANDREAS MINK
Translated from the German for Eric Chaim Kline Bookseller by Hans-Jürgen Schacht, with assistance from Mary Weissmann 
and Andreas Brendle

“I did not want to work for IBM” says Eric Chaim Kline in a telephone conversation with aufbau. 
And laughing he adds: “They hardly would have hired me then, being a student of Jewish history 
at Brandeis University.” And so the now 58-year old went on to make “his love of books his 
profession.”  Located in Los Angeles, Kline specializes in the trade of European and German 
books from the pre-war era with emphasis on the Neue Sachlichkeit, Bauhaus-related publications, 
and works from the  Soncino-Gesellschaft, which are much sought after by collectors. However, 
Kline also trades in general Judaica and Hebraica, is well informed on current trends and has 
extensive knowledge of the field, which can be overwhelming and hard to make sense of for 
the layman.

Basically, experts in Judaica and Hebraica distinguish between books and manuscripts, objects–
mostly  silver–as well as pictures and prints with special Jewish themes. Textiles should also be 
mentioned.  Printed matter and manuscripts are by far the largest part of  the trade as Kline points 
out: “After all, we are people of the book.”  However,  the boundaries [between Jewish and] general 
cultural production are fluid, as Jennifer Roth and Sharon Mintz emphasize, both in charge 
of  Judaica and Hebraica at the auction house Sotheby’s in New York. The South African-born 
Roth runs the Fine Arts Department, whereas Mintz is an advisor for the auction house.  Using 
the Austro-Hungarian painter Isidor Kaufmann (1853-1921) as an example, they explain that 
the representation of Jewish genre scenes falls into their field while notable artists such as Sol 
LeWitt are part of the mainstream of modern art. According to Roth one Kaufmann work yielded 
$772,000 at a Sotheby auction. Kline adds: “A Kaufmann painting with a Jewish theme fetches 
without problem ten or twenty times the price of one of his landscapes.”

Furthermore Mintz distinguishes antique objects as a completely separate domain in the trade. 
According to Mintz there are, except for a course on Jewish manuscripts at the New York Jewish 
Theological Seminary (JTS), no separate degree programs for Judaica and Hebraica. Experts like 
Mintz acquire their knowledge by studying certain eras and fields: “Jewish artists never acted in a 
void and were influenced by their surroundings.” Giving the Flemish printer Daniel Bomberg (died 
1549) as an example, Kline clearly points out that sought-after Hebrew books were also produced 
by non-Jewish experts. Bomberg’s edition of the Babylonian Talmud is one of the scarcest rarities 
and was the reason for a lively controversy among Jewish collectors in New York a few years ago.

Spiritual Interest

Sotheby’s is currently offering a set of the Bomberg-Talmud as part of the library of the 
Valmadonna Trust, assessed at 40-million dollars. The public offering of the 13,000 volumes of 
this library was a high point for the staff at Sotheby’s: “We had 11,000 visitors from all over the 
world and people lined up around the block” said Sharon Mintz. Roth regards events like this as 
excellent opportunities to attract a younger audience to the collecting of Judaica. And Mintz adds 
that novices mostly find access through books and manuscripts with strong visual aspects. Kline 
confirms this though skeptical and asks: “Where is the next generation of collectors?” However, he 
steps back, wary of generalization, as do Roth and Mintz: just like the Judaica market as a whole, 
most collectors are active in many niches, mostly determined by regional roots and religiousness. 
So is Kline, collecting private prints and manuscripts from the era of Reform and German 
Judaism: “My father’s family came from [south of] Memel and spoke German.  All of his relatives 
[on that side of the family] were killed by Nazi Einsatzgruppen [on two days in 1939].” Like 
collectors in all fields and times Kline is looking for the very special, unique piece: “ I am looking 
for the true first edition of the prayer book Minhag Amerika: The daily prayers for American Israelites 
printed in 1857 in English and Hebrew.”

On the subject of the motives of Judaica collectors Mintz says, aside from personal preferences 
they have almost without exception a meditative and spiritual interest in common: contrary to the 
more aesthetically motivated art lovers, Jewish collectors find a path out of every day life to their 
Jewishness through their objects. Kline also finds a motivation for investment among his clients: 
“Most of them look at a rare first edition of  Judenstaat as a long-term investment for their children.” 
At the same time Kline stresses the strong differences between Judaica and Hebraica: the orthodox 
clientele is almost exclusively interested in Hebrew prints and manuscripts, as long as they are 
considered “holy books.” “Until recently a wealthy Chassid never would have paid 15,000 dollars 
for Judenstaat. This changed slowly and only in isolated cases, e.g. with the change in attitude 
towards Israel.” Even the condition of the book was secondary for religiously motivated buyers: 
“Traditionally these collectors were most interested in the content of the book. Today, when it 
comes to the condition of the book, Orthodox Jews apply the same criteria as bibliophiles do.”

Maturation of the Market

Kline sees a “process of maturation of the market” which brought about a noticeable increase 
of prices for rare and unusual pieces within the last 15 years. Mintz notes that even the Judaica 
trade goes through trends and fads: “Currently prints and first editions of modern classics in 
top condition are in great demand.” Overall the field is comprehensible but then rare pieces, for 
example of the Renaissance,  appear repeatedly on the market. Recently a collection discovered 
in the Delmonico Hotel was auctioned off at Sotheby’s for 7.7-million dollars. It included unique 
pieces like the illuminated Hebrew Bible of Levi Ben Aaron Halfon who worked in Italy around 
1490. To get back to trends, Mintz mentions the growing demand for “Americana” which holds 
true for the general market in art and antiques as well: objects from everyday Jewish life in America 
establish for young clients a direct connection to the life style of their mostly poor East European 
forefathers who immigrated to America. As examples Mintz mentions postcards, menus, and 
other memorabilia from the resorts of the “Jewish Alps” in the Catskill Mountains. This is where 
hundreds-of-thousands of Jews from New York spent their summer vacations up until the 1970’s.
The Sotheby experts, however, advise using extreme caution with objects in silver. As Kline 
explains, over the centuries only a few candlesticks or cups survived unharmed since such pieces 
were often melted down in times of war or financial crisis. For him the old saying holds: “Buyer 
beware!” Roth sees one of Sotheby’s strengths as their expertise, especially in silver: “Skilled 
forgers manipulate genuine pieces from the 18th century with Hebrew inscription and drive up the 
prices that way. We do have the knowledge to prevent clients from making these mistakes.” Kline, 
with his rich experience, can list a number of examples of rare forgeries in books. Rising prices, 
particularly for older books, have led to barely discernable reproductions of title pages being later 
inserted into genuine books so as to make them “unique” [complete] or particularly rare: “One 
actually notices this only instinctively thanks to years of exposure to such pieces.” In this context 
Kline talks about a printer from Brooklyn, famous for his excellent handiwork, who sold a very rare 
book to the Israeli National Library. “When the man tried to offer a second copy, the interested 
parties turned to the Israeli National Library and the forgery was discovered,” says Kline.

For a dealer this case illustrates how small the Judaica market is when it comes to top-of-the-line 
pieces: Next to about a dozen large libraries like the JTS, the New York Public Library, Harvard 
University and the Library of Congress, only a few important private collectors operate, e.g. New 
York’s Jesselson family. Kline mentions the Jesselsons as an example that–except perhaps for 
Harvard–most institutions now rely on private patrons for large acquisitions. Mintz mentions 
Rene Braginsky of Zurich as example of an important private collection.

As already mentioned, the experts interviewed by the aufbau consider their market to be stable 
and bet on long-term increase in value. While the Sotheby experts do not risk estimates because 
of the strongly fluctuating offers, Kline sets the yearly turnover in the Judaica and Hebraica trade 
together at a “maximum of 100-million dollars.” He takes notice of new competitors such as the 
Israeli auction house Kedem, which find clients for inexpensive items on the internet. At the same 
time auction houses are making headway, particularly when it comes to top-of-the-line pieces, 
Kline says: “They explain to collectors that the auction price reflects the real value of the object. 
This leads to the fact that some clients prefer to pay higher prices at auction instead of buying more 
favorably from dealers on the private market.”

Andreas Mink is an editor of aufbau and lives in New York




